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Audio Video Input /Output Connection 
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1，VOLUME POWER-When the speaker is OFF,Turn this music volume control knob clockwise to tun on the 

     speaker,When the speaker is ON, turn this music volume contol knob clockwise to raise the master volume 

     and counter-clockwise to lower the master volume.

2，POWER IN -This is AC/DC jack,when the jack connected by the AC/DC adaptor(15V 3A),the AC/DC power

      will be used.

3，POWER - The Power indicator LED Light will be on when the unit is turned on.CHARGE - The Charging LED 

      Light will be on when the unit is being charged.

4，BASS- Turn this music tone control knob clockwise to raise the bass volume and counter-clockwise to lower

      the bass volume.

5，MIC PRIORITY - This switch is to be used as MIC PRIORITY Function,when the MIC is being used and your 

      press the switch, the MIC will priority,when you pluck the switch,the MIC PRIORITY function will be OFF.

6，TREBLE -Turn this music tone control knob clockwise to raise the treble volume and counter -clock wise to

      lower the treble volume.

7，MIC2-This is microphone input. This microphone input can be connected to a dynamic microphone, a ribbon 

      microphone, or a wireless microphone receiver.

8，ECHO -Turn this music tone control knob clockwise to raise the ECHO volume and counter -clock wise to 

      lower the ECHO volume.

9，MIC1-This is microphone input. This microphone input can be connected to a dynamic microphone, a ribbon 

      microphone, or a wired microphone receiver.

10，MIC VOL - Turn this music tone control knob clockwise to raise the MIC volume and counter-clockwise to

 lower the MIC volume.

11，GUITAR INPUT- This is Guitar input Jack

12，GUITAR VOL- Turn this music tone control knob clockwise to raise the guitar volume and counter-clockwise 

        to lower the guitar volume.

13，IR-This is Infrared remote control receiver window

14，GAME2- This is Game2 handle jack -When you turn on the speaker and put Game discs to the DVD Player ,

        and then put game handle to GAME2,you can play the game.

15，GAME1- This is Game1 handle jack -When you turn on the speaker and put Game discs to the DVD Player ,

        and then put game handle to GAME1,you can play the game.

16，USB-This is USB Jack,when your insert USB to here,can paly the music from your USB

17，SD/MMC CARD- This is SD/MMC card Jack, when you insert SD/MMC card to here,can paly the music form your 

        SD/MMC card.

18，AV OUT- This is a AV output jack

19，AV IN -This is a 3.5mm AV input jack.

20，DVD Player- This is DVD discs pass in and out window
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AUDIO VIDEO INPUT/OUTPUT CONNECTION

Connect  Audio Device to AV IN/AV OUT as follows:
A: Connecting the Speaker AV interface
B: Video RCA (yellow colour)
C: Left RCA (white colour)
D: Right RCA (red colour)

yellow colour

white colour

red colour
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When the speaker is OFF, Turn this music volume control knob clockwise to turn on the speaker When the

speaker is ON,turn this music volume control knob clockwise to raise the master volume

When the speaker is ON, Turn this music volume control knob clockwise to raise the master volume, 

counter-clockwise to turn OFF the speaker .(refer to numeral 1 on page 4)
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